Pharmaceuticals - Committed Spend Reporting

Client: One of the top 15 pharmaceutical

companies in the world with 30,000 employees
worldwide.

Problem: Needed to distribute customised
reports to each cost centre head in the
organisation detailing their committed
expenditure.

Solution: Created an automated process that

generates the individual reports and emails
them to the corresponding cost centre heads.
Before:

After:

q IT Department-developed solution too expensive

ü Client only needs to upload source files and click a
button to generate all of the reports

q Cost centre heads not able to see detail of incurred
expenses. Could only see total spend in the accounting
system so had insufficient detail to see how much
budget was already committed
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q Alternative manual approach would take a long time
with lots of labour required to make a customised
report for each cost centre head

ü Automated process validates the input files and
consolidates them
ü Prepares, checks and sends all 14 reports in 40 minutes
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Sample Outputs Report:

Sample report for a cost centre.
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Sample Validation Report:

Validation report to check correct files have been uploaded and check the data integrity of the input files.
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Key metrics:
ü270 steps automated
üNo limit to the number of reports (cost centres) that can be generated
ü14 reports generated in 40 minutes and an additional report takes less than 2 minutes
to generate
ü8 inputs to the process, 3 are optional
üManual alternative not viable as it would take too long to do each month
üTherefore this was a process for the client which was not possible prior to the
automated solution
üProcess is also scalable across multiple companies in the group thereby increasing the
ROI significantly

About SolveXia:
SolveXia is an automation, data management and analytics platform used by banks, general and life insurers and
other companies. The tool is particularly well suited to complex and specialised processes that are repetitive and
would otherwise rely on spreadsheets, Access databases or macros. Users automate processes by configuring a
series of drag-and-drop “robots” capable of collecting, validating, transforming and calculating data.
SolveXia executes processes faster (at least 10x), produces more credible and consistent information and enforces
transparency and audit controls. By doing so, organisations are more easily able to achieve strategic objectives in
areas such as compliance, customer/partner engagement and risk-mitigation.

